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MEET OUR
ENGINEERING LEADERS

REED PAITICH, PE
“I find it rewarding to work in an
environment that promotes learning
and collaborative thinking, not only
with our clients but with our in-house
planning and design team as well.”

BRIAN EVAN, PE
“Healthcare is a universal need,
and I aim to design state-of-the-art
healthcare facilities where I would feel
very comfortable sending my family
members for care.”

SITHA CHHUM, PE
“Wold’s emphasis on service aligns
with my commitment to our clients.
No question or concern is considered
too small. We strive for the same
thoughtful and collaborative effort on
each of the healthcare environments
we partner in creating.”

JIM GILLIAM, PE
“Quality of health is so important for all
and to be able to play a part in making
facilities accessible through design
is very rewarding. Our collaborative
thinking helps create safe and efficient
facilities to enhance the quality of life
for those using the healthcare facilities as
they seek medical care.”
BRIAN CRUMP, PE
“I enjoy developing practical solutions
to complex challenges. Being an
integral part of a multi-disciplinary
firm allows me the opportunity to
collaborate throughout our projects
to realize our client’s goals and
objectives.”

THE KEY TO PROJECT SUCCESS
is integrating the design effort between
all disciplines responsible for engineering
services and architectural design from
the beginning of each project. Our
team provides in-house engineering
capabilities to facilitate this integrated
design approach, including mechanical,
electrical, technology, structural and civil
engineering. Associates Reed Paitich,
Brian Evan, Sitha Chhum, Jim Gilliam
and Brian Crump each play a distinct
role in serving our clients with their
various engineering needs. Reed and

Brian Evan lead our mechanical efforts,
Sitha leads our electrical efforts, Jim
leads our civil efforts and Brian Crump
leads our structural efforts. Our team
of engineers helped our communities
respond to the COVID-19 pandemic,
which we will discuss in-depth further.
To learn more about our engineering
leaders and the rest of our Healthcare
team, visit our People page.

FULL-SERVICE MENTALITY
Being a full-service team, we work collaboratively to create unique solutions for our
clients. “Building a culture of inclusive design coordination is vital to the success
of each project and our full service, in-house team is immersed in this culture each
day as we work side-by-side on creating high performing healthcare environments.
We know team members across disciplines and can understand workflows more
efficiently. There is a familiarity that allows us to be proactive during design to avoid
potential issues. We know each other’s goals and work together to achieve them,”
says Sitha. By having a dedicated team focused on the healthcare industry, we can
create well coordinated, comprehensive solutions to address the complex needs of
healthcare facilities. Our collaborative culture allowed us to respond to the evolving
facility challenges posed by the pandemic promptly.

OUR PANDEMIC RESPONSE
To ensure our engineering and architecture teams are creating the safest environments for our patients and residents,
we are continuing to facilitate conversations regarding the mitigation of contaminants. Reed says, “During the
pandemic, we’ve been able to help a wide range of clients work to identify existing equipment utilization, and from
there, cost-effective improvements to help address their needs.” Examples of these improvements include installing
or upgrading HVAC systems, incorporating bipolar ionization technology, increasing outside air quantities where
possible, and optimizing building automation systems.
As an industry, we are continually learning new things from the pandemic, and our clients are relying on us to keep
them up to date as timely information becomes available in this rapidly evolving landscape. Brian says, “The benefit
of working with us, while receiving guidelines, is that we’re able to provide professional expertise in analyzing and
determining effective solutions.” Our response to COVID is in line with our pre-pandemic values of being readily
available to assist clients. We’re committed to being open to clients’ schedules at any point in a project’s timeline.
Throughout the pandemic, we’ve collaboratively worked with our clients as they’ve navigated the challenges of this
past year. We share one of our projects that was adjusted during the pandemic as a reminder that a similar event may
occur in the future. Thus, it is essential to work with a team of experts who can connect long-term solutions to your
organizational and community goals.

DESIGNING
YOUR
EXPERIENCE

THE WELLNESS CUBE
MIXED-USE MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING TO BE PROTOTYPED ACROSS MULTIPLE GEOGRAPHICAL
LOCATIONS AND EASILY ADAPTABLE TO THE LOCAL COMMUNITY’S NEEDS.

The Wellness Cube is a mixed-use medical office building
located in Macon, Georgia. This space’s ultimate goal is
to create a unique brand that can be prototyped across
multiple geographical locations and easily adapted to the
local community’s needs. The services provided in this
location are dental care, primary care, vision, behavioral
health, podiatry clinic, diagnostic imaging, wound care,
physical therapy, child-care center, workforce development
offices and flexible community space.
To navigate the pandemic, Wold’s engineering team assisted
in implementing several COVID-related features. This
included enlarging vestibules to have the capabilities of
performing quick health screenings at multiple entrances to
the building. These vestibules are also capable of becoming
a negative air suite by activation from the building
automation system. The large conference/community
room can become a negative air suite where large groups
of people can be isolated from the other tenants in the

building if there is a future need. By utilizing negative air
pressure, potentially contaminated air cannot spread in
different units of the facility. Thus, the facility is equipped
to handle future airborne contaminants. Additionally, the
building is filled with natural light, sustainable materials
and design features that support a comprehensive approach
to well-being, human development and growth.
An overarching lesson from this past year is that facilities
should incorporate even more flexibility to be prepared
for the future. By being flexible with our systems, we
can prepare our facilities for potential improvements.
Located below in “How to Prepare: Federal Infrastructure
Funding,” we discuss items we recommend completing in
advance of potential allocated funding from the pandemic.
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experienced in assisting clients
in navigating the approval and
allocations of these funds. Our
FED
team of professionals welcome

the opportunity to help assess
your infrastructure needs and
how they can be addressed
through federal funding and
financing options. Although we
may not yet know the specifics
of future funding, we believe
it is essential to have a plan
in place so the process can be
more efficient as these funds are
released. Below are a few items
we believe our clients should
have readily available to be
prepared for these opportunities.
First, we believe that
organizations should have an
updated facilities master
plan. By having this plan in
place, organizations can have
a solidified understanding of
long-term goals through the lens
of all stakeholders. Next, our
team recommends going through
the process of a facility condition
assessment. This includes
analyzing the condition of your

facilities in terms of age, design,
construction methods, and
materials. Finally, we recommend
taking the time to undergo
applicable market studies to fully
understand the demographics
of your local community and
service areas. With the trusted
data of a market study and
facility condition assessment,
along with a facilities master
plan, you’ll be able to apply for
potential funding and financing
opportunities efficiently
and effectively. Our team is
experienced and ready to help
with these studies to leverage
federal and statewide funding
opportunities.
We are one community, and we
have all been affected in one way
or another by this pandemic.
Wold looks forward to doing
all we can to ensure that every
patient has access to a properly
equipped medical facility and
that every healthcare staff
member is working under the
safest conditions possible.

If you need any additional information
about how we can assist in the future, do not
hesitate to reach out to our team at
Wold Architects and Engineers (call 1-888254-6789 or email info@woldae.com).

Wold Architects and Engineers is proud to have helped our clients through the challenges that
have been associated with COVID-19. Throughout this experience, we’ve continued to grow
our expertise in emerging trends in the engineering field. Below are a few of our thoughts
dedicated to how we have and continue to navigate future challenges with our communities.
As new funding becomes available, be sure to connect with our team to learn more about how
we assist in the utilization of funds to deliver impactful solutions.

DESIGNING AND RETROFITTING HOSPITALS DURING COVID
Wold's very own, Reed Paitich, participated in a discussion regarding designing and
retrofitting hospitals during the COVID-19 pandemic. Five engineers from an array of firms
took part in this conversation on behalf of a Consulting-Specifying Engineer. Reed's responses
to CSE's questions are centered around retrofitting hospitals and how the attentive response to
COVID-19 plays a role in this process.
View the full article here.

SURGE CAPACITY AIR QUALITY OPTIONS
We strive to do all we can to assist healthcare facilities in meeting their patients, communities
and care team staff’s facility needs. To that end, we offer our experienced team of healthcare
engineers as a resource for healthcare facilities to support them as they continue to care for
COVID-19 patients. We are available to assist in studying patient isolation options related
to augmenting existing or temporary building systems to help provide a safely segregated,
air-controlled environment for the frontline staff and the patients under their care. Read more
below on our process of analyzing options for patient treatment areas.
View the full article here.

IMPLEMENTING EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND INCLUSIVE DESIGN
INTO THE FACILITY MASTER PLANNING PROCESS
As we plan and design healthcare facilities for the communities we serve, it is imperative to
identify, invite in and listen to the voices of all community stakeholders to create inclusive
designs. By connecting all participants within the process, we can ensure that the outcomes
respond to the entire community’s needs. Read below to see how our process incorporates
patients and their families, the care team staff and organizational leadership into the planning
process.
View the full article here.

WOLD CULTURE:
FULL SERVICE MENTALITY

As a full-service planning and design firm, we deliver a wide range
of exceptional services to our clients and their communities they
serve. Client satisfaction comes first and foremost at every step.
No matter your needs, we're happy to help at any stage of your
project, from conception to execution. In doing this, we hope to
create a lasting partnership.
Our full-service design approach includes our in-house
engineering which allows us to provide our clients with integrated
services throughout the life cycle of a building. Through a
collaborative process with both architects and engineers, we are
able to efficiently work together to achieve outstanding results.
Our expertise in mechanical, electrical, plumbing, technology,
structural and civil engineering enables us to create buildings
with optimal energy usage and reduced operating costs. These
integrated design disciplines allow us to customize the right
solution for your facility needs.
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